OnCourse Connect
This guide will walk you through the features and capabilities of OnCourse
Connect.

1

Dashboard
This serves as your main window into OnCourse Connect. It
gives you a quick snapshot of your student's status at school.
You will see the student's basic information, attendance, grades,
homework and recent assignment grades.
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Toolbar
The toolbar that runs along the top of the portal gives you fast
access to account notiﬁcations, new messages, and your proﬁle.
By clicking your student's name under the toolbar, you are able
to easily switch between the proﬁles of any student to which
you are connected.
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Proﬁle
From the toolbar, you have access to your account proﬁle. Here
you can change your current email address, your portal theme,
as well as your password.
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Messages
This is your central message hub. You have the ability to ﬁlter
out read or unread messages, as well as a searching function.
Your unread messages will appear in BOLD.
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Calendars
Here, you have access to all the calendars pertinent to your
student. Multiple calendars can be toggled on or oﬀ, and you
can choose a monthly, weekly or daily view.
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Academic History
This is a collection of your student's grades, separated by year,
along with any comments the teacher has entered into the

Grade Book. You can click on any grade to open up a view of
that class's assignments.
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Academic History - Mobile
The mobile version of OnCourse Connect displays grade
information slightly diﬀerently than the desktop version, but it
functions the same way.
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Schedule
This tab gives you an easy view of your student's current
schedule, with an option to print.
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Attendance
This tab will show a more detailed attendance history for your
student. It is color-coded for easy viewing, showing total
attendance values at the top with a calendar view underneath.
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Attendance - Not Appearing
If the attendance widget does not appear on a student's
account, you may not have permission to view it. Please contact

a school System Manager to be granted permission via the
Resource Manager.
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Discipline and Behavior
This ﬁnal tab will allow you to see any discipline incidents in
which your student was involved. You also have a searching
function.
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Other Student Data
This ﬁnal tab will provide any miscellaneous information about
your student including transportation and lunch program
information. Please contact your school to request additional
information ﬁelds.
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Walkthrough Complete
This concludes the introduction to OnCourse Connect. Please
provide us with feedback of your experience so we can provide
you with the best possible portal.
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Printing
If you'd like to print this document, click the "Share" button in
the bottom right-hand corner and click "Print Friendly". Then
click "Print".

